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THE ROLE OF LIBERAL FORCES. 

" .:,Ji! 

It is strange but true that the more rigid the South Afri-

can Government gets, the more fluid does the f'uture seem to be. No 

one really believes that the present state ot affairs can last, not 

even the loudest supporters of ~aasskap" or white supremacy. ,. 
How is this change going to take pl ace? No one really 

knows. I don't believe anyone really believes it will take place 

gradually, not even the United Party, which stands for gradual and 

safe change. Will the change come about by revolution or evolution? 

Kost thinking people agree, that the lonK~r the ~hoi ce 1s put ott. 

the more indistinguishable these two will be~ 

In o1her words, the choice 1s between revolutionary evolu

tion or just plain revolution. It is the role of liberal forces to 

hasten evolution s o as to avoid revolution. Revol ution j n South 

Africa will not be what revolution was tn North America , where it 

led to the creation of the world's greates~ democracy. Revolution 

1n South Africa would lead to a totalitarian state; but als o it 

would lead to a poorer spiritual and material li~e for all. This 

remark reflects, not on the nature of African people, but only on 

the inevitable nature of revolution in Africa. 

We are in tact already in this pre-re~lutionary stage, 

although this is not evident to all. What is moie, we shall at no 

point be able to predict whether our attempts to break the ice may 
' 

not precipitate an avalanche of destruction. We must proceed on the 
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assumption that evolution gas a chance, and that the new South A.fries 

we aim for will in fact be a better and happier country tor ·all,· 

except those who stand tor unqualified white supremacy. 

There is also a psychological reason for proceeding on 

this assumption. If one thought there was no hope tor evolution, 

what point would there be in working for it? In other words, this 
~ 

hope is the motive for one's work. In thJrealm of religion one may 

pursue right for right's sake; but in the realm of politics one pur

sued right tor the'sake of oneself, one's children, one's friends, 

one's country. 

And wla_t is the right? Simply it is this - a South Africa 

1n which the use ot opportunity, thee::xercise of rights, the assump-
""" 

tion ot responsibilities, are open to all South Africans, whosoever 

they may be. 

It is this political aim that immediately brings together 

liberals from the Liberal Party, the African National Con~ess, the 

Indian Congress, the Congress ot Democrats, and other bodies. This 

cooperation is not always easy, because clearly 1he different organ

isations represent different viewpoints, and very importantly, dif

ferent temperaments. But on certain specific clear-cut issues, co

operation has been close. 

All these organisations, for example, reject the Group 

Areas Act, that infamous law which is going to divide the whole 

ctuntry into racial areas, and which means 1n effect that hundreds 
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ot thousands of non-white citizens are to be uprooted, are to be 

moved further and further away from the cities, and are in many , 

cases to suffer severe material lose. 

The women of these organisations have cooperated closely 

in opposing the carrying of ttpasses•• by African women, while both 

men and women have cooperated 1n raising money for the defence and 

maintenance~of the 156 accused persons on trial for treason. 

Furthermore, the forces have cooperated 1n the organisa

tion of a multi-racial conference to be held in December 1n Johan

nesburg, which will be the successor to the famous conference called 

at Bloemfontein last year by the Interdenominational African Minis

ters' Federation, and which will consider the nature and structure 

of a multi-racial society as distinct from an apartheid society. 

All these things have a tremendous importance 1n the tight 

against a government pledged to racial separation and the racial 

domination of the white people. 

It is something to be proud of, that after nine years of 

harsh racial legislation, there are still so many people who, by 

their very cooperation, reject apartheid openly and completely. 

It is this rejection, more than any other single factor, 

which has filled the Government with so much uncertainty about the 
• 

practicability of cts divinely-ordained mission. And the growth of 

uncertainty 1n the minds of rulers is a powerful aid to evolution

ary change. 

Of course it may also be a stimulus to revolution, and 
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this 1s precisely the accusation brought against liberal forces by 

white'sapremacists. I have already discussed this possibility anu 

have nothing more to add. Change may well be dangerous, but rigid

ity is More dangerous still; that is our view. 

Liberals are often taunted that in theb:-evolution, their 

heads will be the first to roll. That 1s one of the reasons why 
;; 

they try to hasten evolutionary change. They want to keep their 

heads in thetlays of liberation; just as they try to keep them now, 

while so many around them are losing theirs. 

Liberal forces have another important function to perform 

in the fight against apartheid. They are the only f orces in the 

country that enjoy general world support. This is not a quest ion 

of politics, it is simply a question of race d iscrimination. Liber

al forces stand above all else for the abolition of the colour-bar; 

therefore the whole world, except the ~hite supremacists of Algeria, 

Kenya, and backward areas l~ce Mississipi, stands on their side. 

There 1s already a growing dissatisfaction in world ;ir

cles with South Africa's colour-bar in sport and art. There is 

growing evidence that South Africa wi ll eventually be excluded from 

international participation, or will be represented by organisations 

largely non-white but having no colour-bar. 

It will be the function of l iberal forces to see that this 

outside pressure is maintained. Such actions are of course regarded 

as unpatriotic by white supremacists, but are welcomed by the great 
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majority of the South African people. 

I shall conclude with a few words about the liberals who 

form the Liberal Party. At the moment the Party is active in coop

eration with other liberal and democratic forces, but of course i t s 

cooperation is only of value while it maintains a vigorous identity 

of its own. 
,; 

This raises certain problems, and one might as well face 

them. The Party 1s open to all races, and therefore arouses antag

onism amongst some members of the Congi.,esses, which are all uni

racial organisations. Further, the Party 1s not wedded to any par

ticular economic theory, which again arouses antagonism amongst 

some. Thirdly, the Party antagonises those who would not hesitate 

to exploit bitterness and 1•esentment; it is theref'or·e regarded by 

them as unrealistic, sentimental, and worst of all, cowardly. 

In my vieVI, cooperation will re:uove sorue o'f: these diffi

culties, though not all. 

The Party therefore has a speciric function amongst liberal 

forces. Being a multi-racial party .lt bas a duty to convert white 

people as well as to draw in non-white people. It must try simul

taneously to persuade white South Af'rica to conquer i ts fear, and 

to convince non-white South Africa tha-t the Party is not a hypocri

tical rront or white suprelllacists. 

The at~empt to perform simultaneously both theset asks is -
very difficult, and draws the fire of both left and right. But 

every organisation faces just such dilemmas; and what 1s more, this 
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~J.omma is a result of psychological necesstty. 

One thing you may be sure of, 1X the Liberal Jarty should ·~ 
die, then that 1s a sign that the stage is set for a bitter black

white str~ggle that will poison the li~e of South Africa and its 

people for generations to come. 

Having discussed what I think 1s an inescapable topic, I 

return to 1h b theme of ''liberal fox•ces '' in general. 

Our £1rst task, briefly, is to cooperate to keep vigorous

ly alive opposition to racist themes, and to keep alive the sturdy 

independence of all kinds of people who reject absolutely any ideas 

of State divinity and human insignificance. 

Our second taE>k, bt'iefly, is to keep touch with the human

itarian opinion of the outE.lide world, to keep it informed, and to 

enlist its help when justice demands it. 

It is DJ3 reasonable hope that 1n doing these things we 

shall learn a truer love of country, which will save us from parti

san loyalties, and will lay the foundations of a new South Africa 

that will belong ·l.o all. 


